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Abstract

Objective: Chemotherapy-induced nausea is challenging to predict and treat.

Research indicates that pretreatment psychological variables including patients'

perceptions of their susceptibility to nausea, expectancies of treatment-related nau-

sea and nausea history (i.e., motion sickness, morning sickness and baseline levels of

nausea) may aid in predicting nausea severity during chemotherapy. However, this

research is dated and limited in quantity. We investigated whether psychological

variables could improve prediction of nausea severity to inform interventions

targeting chemotherapy-induced nausea.

Methods: In this secondary analysis, a subgroup of women receiving chemotherapy

(for the first time) for breast cancer completed pretreatment measures: perceived

nausea susceptibility, nausea expectancies, nausea history and baseline nausea. They

rated subsequent nausea severity across 4-days, during treatment and posttreatment

in a self-report diary. Structural Equation Modelling was used to explore associations.

Results: Across the women (N = 481), perceived nausea susceptibility predicted sub-

sequent nausea severity (β = 0.16), but nausea expectancies did not (β = 0.05).

Nausea history variables demonstrated small-moderate associations with perceived

susceptibility (β = 0.21–0.32) and negligible-small associations with nausea expec-

tancies (β = 0.07–0.14).

Conclusion: Perceived nausea susceptibility appears to capture patients' nausea

history, to a degree, and is related to nausea severity during treatment. This is an

important variable to include in pretreatment prediction of patients at risk of severe

nausea.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Advances in antiemetic medications have reduced emesis (vomiting)

for patients undergoing chemotherapy (Hesketh et al., 2003; Roila

et al., 2010); however, this success has not extended to the control of

chemotherapy-induced nausea (CIN). Up to 75% of patients report

CIN at some stage of treatment (Colagiuri & Zachariae, 2010). It is

within the top 10 most distressing and debilitating side effects

reported by patients (Russo et al., 2014) and can endure for years fol-

lowing primary treatment completion (Chan et al., 2015; Olver

et al., 2014). CIN commonly affects quality of life (Aldaz et al., 2018;

Lorusso et al., 2016) by interfering with daily functioning (Molassiotis

et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2018). These complications can reduce the

amount of chemotherapeutic agent(s) tolerated, potentially leading to

poor treatment adherence, lower doses of chemotherapy and even

discontinuation, compromising survival (Molassiotis et al., 2012;

Morrow et al., 2002; Navari & Aapro, 2016).

Experiencing minimal or no nausea on the first day of chemother-

apy appears to lead to lower reports of CIN in subsequent cycles

(Kottschade et al., 2016), suggesting that the ideal time for interven-

tion may be prior to treatment commencement. Establishing

pretreatment risk factors for CIN, especially severe CIN, could help

identify at-risk patients in need of additional support and inform inter-

vention strategies aimed at nausea prevention.

There has been a wealth of research on physical and pharmacologi-

cal predictors of CIN (Roila et al., 2016), including being female, aged

below 50 years and receiving chemotherapy with high emetic potential.

Psychological variables have received less attention (Warr, 2014). How-

ever, there is some indication patients' pre-chemotherapy response

expectancies for nausea (nausea expectancies) and perceived general

susceptibility to nausea (nausea susceptibility) play a role in the experi-

ence of CIN (Colagiuri & Zachariae, 2010; Devlin et al., 2017;

Morrow, 1985; Roscoe et al., 2010; Sohl et al., 2009).

Response expectancies refer to individuals' anticipations for the

degree to which they will automatically respond to stimuli (Kirsch, 1985);

for example, an individual anticipating that they will experience severe

nausea during chemotherapy. Expectancies have been shown to directly

affect subsequent experiences and are believed to underlie nocebo

effects (Kirsch, 1985; Montgomery & Bovbjerg, 2004; Petrie &

Rief, 2019). Response expectancies for nausea before treatment com-

mencement consistently predict CIN during treatment a small to moder-

ate degree; three meta-analyses revealed that patients reporting stronger

expectancies of CIN before treatment were approximately twice as likely

to experience nausea throughout chemotherapy (Colagiuri &

Zachariae, 2010; Devlin et al., 2017; Sohl et al., 2009). Patients' reports

of their susceptibility to experiencing nausea have received less atten-

tion; it is not clear whether this variable represents a different construct

to response expectancies or whether it plays an independent role in

predicting the severity of CIN (Morrow, 1985; Roscoe et al., 2010).

In an early study, Morrow (1985) compared patients (scheduled for

chemotherapy) who reported that they are susceptible to motion sick-

ness to those rating themselves as not susceptible (matched for age, sex,

scheduled chemotherapy type and dosage, and antiemetic medication).

Patients who reported they were susceptible to motion sickness rated

their frequency, severity and duration of CIN significantly higher than

those who did not feel they were susceptible. They were also more likely

to have other nausea-related side effects (including chills and detached

sensations; Olver et al., 2014) resulting from their tretment. More

recently, Roscoe et al. (2010) combined the results of three multisite

studies (N = 1178) of women with breast cancer who were

chemotherapy-naïve. The authors found that patients who rated them-

selves more susceptible to nausea (in comparison to family and friends)

were almost three times more likely to experience severe posttreatment

nausea than those who rated themselves as less susceptible.

Although it is possible that nausea susceptibility informs patients'

nausea expectancies, this has not been formally tested. However, in

the aforementioned study (Roscoe et al., 2010), when nausea expec-

tancies, nausea susceptibility and age were simultaneously analysed,

only nausea susceptibility and age remained significant predictors of

CIN severity. The findings outlined thus far suggest that nausea

expectancies and nausea susceptibility are separate constructs which

may both be prominent psychological predictors of subsequent CIN

severity in clinical settings. If so, patients at risk of CIN may benefit

from simple psychological interventions prior to chemotherapy to

lower their perceived susceptibility to CIN, as have been explored for

reducing expectancies (Shelke et al., 2008). It is also important to

determine how patients form judgements about their expectancies of,

and susceptibility to nausea in the first place, particularly those who

have not previously experienced chemotherapy.

Historical nausea experiences, such as previous motion sickness

and morning sickness, and the amount of nausea experienced before

beginning chemotherapy (pretreament), have been theorised to

predict nausea expectancies (Hickok et al., 2005; Hofman et al., 2004;

Montgomery & Bovbjerg, 2003). However, the evidence is mixed

(Colagiuri & Zachariae, 2010; Meissner et al., 2019; Molassiotis

et al., 2013; Molassiotis et al., 2014; Montgomery & Bovbjerg, 2003).

Further, relationships between such historical nausea experiences and

perceived nausea susceptibility have not yet been investigated.

We sought to confirm and explore the interrelations between the

aforementioned variables, using structural equation modelling. Based

on previous findings (Hickok et al., 2005; Hofman et al., 2004;

Montgomery & Bovbjerg, 2003; Roscoe et al., 2010), we hypothesised

that (1) both nausea expectancies and nausea susceptibility would pre-

dict CIN severity but that nausea susceptibility and CIN severity would

demonstrate a stronger association and (2) both nausea expectancies

and nausea susceptibility would be influenced by nausea history,

namely baseline (pretreatment) nausea and previous history of nausea,

measured separately as motion sickness and morning sickness.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design and participants

This study is a secondary analysis of a subset of patients from a previ-

ously completed trial (Peoples et al., 2017; Roscoe et al., 2012). As
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described briefly below and in full detail previously (Roscoe et al., 2012),

the parent study from which this dataset was drawn was a randomised,

double-blind, placebo-controlled phase III clinical trial examining the effi-

cacy of different antiemetic regimens for the prevention of delayed nau-

sea in cancer patients during the first cycle of chemotherapy. All patients

were provided with the anti-emetics, dexamethasone, prochlorperazine,

palonosetron, granisetron and aprepitant, in varying orders, as per the

larger study. Because all patients received the medications over the

course of the 4 days (in varying combinations), the different regimens

were not controlled for in statistical analyses.

The original trial had 944 chemotherapy-naïve patients, with any

cancer diagnosis, at least 18 years of age, who provided evaluable

data from 15 private-practice oncology groups affiliated with the

University of Rochester Cancer Center NCI's Community Oncology

Research Program (URCC NCORP) between May 2007 and

September 2010. Patients were scheduled to receive their first treat-

ment with a chemotherapy regimen containing any of the five follow-

ing chemotherapy agents: doxorubicin, epirubicin, cisplatin,

carboplatin or oxaliplatin. For our secondary analysis, we included a

subsample of 481 female cancer patients who had a diagnosis of

breast cancer and had previously been pregnant (to evaluate the influ-

ence of past nausea during pregnancy).

The institutional review boards of the University of Rochester

(approval number RSRB00012306) and of each participating site

approved the protocol for the original study in accordance with an assur-

ance filed with and approved by the US Department of Health and

Human Services, and subjects were provided written informed consent.

This trial was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT00475085.

2.2 | Data collection

Collected data included typical demographic information as well as

specific information related to nausea, participants' history of nausea

during pregnancy (yes, no), susceptibility to motion sickness (yes, no),

perception of being more susceptible to nausea than family and fri-

ends (no, about the same, yes) and response expectancies of CIN

compared to other patients receiving the same treatment (less, about

the same, more). Baseline (pretreatment) level of nausea at its worst

was assessed on an 11-point scale anchored by ‘0’ (symptom is not

present) to ‘10’ (as bad as you can imagine it could be).

CIN severity (i.e., nausea severity posttreatment) was assessed by a

self-report diary (Roscoe et al., 2010), completed by patients over a

4-day period surrounding their first treatment cycle. Each day was

divided into four segments (morning, afternoon, evening and night), and

subjects reported the severity of nausea for each period on the day of

chemotherapy cycle 1 and on the three following days. Nausea severity

was rated on a 7-point measure from 1 = no nausea to 7 = extremely

nauseated. In line with previous research (Roscoe et al., 2004; Roscoe

et al., 2010), CIN severity was calculated as the number of times a

patient selected a score of 6 or 7 across all 16 sessions.

2.3 | Statistical analyses

To investigate associations between the proposed variables, we per-

formed recursive path analysis using IBM SPSS AMOS Graphic 24. Path

analysis is a form of structural equation modelling which extends

regression analyses, allowing estimation of complex interrelations

between multiple variables. Goodness of fit was calculated using chi-

square analysis whereby a nonsignificant p-value and an estimate that

is close to the degrees of freedom suggest a good fit. We also measured

goodness of fit with the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker Lewis

Index (TLI), with scores greater than 90 suggesting a good fit; the Root

Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA); and the Standardised

Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR), whereby values below 0.08 sug-

gest a good fit. Standardised Beta coefficients (β) of 0.10, 0.30 and 0.50

represent small, medium and large effect sizes (Cohen, 1988).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Data screening

Based on the small amount of missing data (n = 5, 0.01%), and the large

sample size, missing data were estimated using regression imputation.

Univariate normality was checked with skewness and kurtosis values,

and multivariate normality was assessed using Mardia's Tests of Multi-

variate Normality (Table 1). Critical values indicated significant skew for

all variables; however, only one variable (CIN severity) was slightly

greater than a problematic value of 3 (Byrne, 2010). Significant kurtosis

was also indicated for baseline nausea, nausea susceptibility, nausea

expectancies and CIN severity. Only one variable (CIN severity) fell into

a problematic range of 8–20 (Byrne, 2010; West et al., 1995; Yuan

et al., 2005), but because the sample size was above 200 and boo-

tstrapping was used, risks were minimised (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013,

TABLE 1 Test of univariate and multivariate normality for endogenous variables

Variable Min Max Skew Critical ratio Kurtosis Critical ratio

Baseline nausea 0 10 2.86 25.63 7.98 35.72

Perceived nausea susceptibility 0 2 0.47 4.25 �1.32 �5.90

Response expectancies for nausea 0 2 0.00 0.01 �0.11 �0.48

CIN severity 0 13 3.29 29.49 12.51 56.00

Multivariate normality 19.57 21.91

Abbreviation: CIN = chemotherapy-induced nausea, severity of nausea resulting from chemotherapy (outcome variable).
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p 80). The Mardia's Test of Multivariate Normality score (19.5) was

greater than 5; thus, nonnormal. Nonnormality has minimal impact on

model parameters (in SEM); however, p-values and standard errors are

often affected (Nevitt & Hancock, 2001). Therefore, we obtained and

referred to bootstrapped p-values and confidence intervals, resampled

2000 times, which do not rely on the assumption of normality

(Zhu, 1997).

3.2 | Demographics

The final sample included 481 women with breast cancer, all were

treated with chemotherapy and had a history of being pregnant

(Table 2). Patients' ages ranged from 29 to 80 years, with an average

age of 54.5 (SD = 10.2). Most of the women were white, married and

worked in a professional industry.

3.3 | Univariate analyses of variables

Means, standard deviations and univariate correlations (Table 3) were

observed as preliminary assessments of the variables of interest.

Frequencies and mean scores indicated one third of patients reported

a history of motion sickness and more than half had experienced

morning sickness during pregnancy. The women reported low levels

of baseline (pretreatment) nausea and reported similar average levels

of nausea susceptibility and nausea expectancies. At posttreatment,

the women experienced CIN at low levels of severity. Correlation ana-

lyses revealed a history of motion, and morning sickness were related

to each other, but only a history of motion sickness was significantly

associated with baseline nausea. All three nausea history variables

showed significant associations with both nausea susceptibility and

nausea expectancies. Baseline nausea, nausea susceptibility and nau-

sea expectancies were also significantly associated with CIN severity.

3.4 | Path model

Chi-squared analysis revealed that the model (Figure 1) was an

excellent fit to the data, χ2(3) = 5.78, p = 0.12. Because chi-squared

analyses are sensitive to a lack of multivariate normality

(Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003; Vandenberg, 2006), we also explored

other fit indices. The CFI (0.99), TLI (0.95), RMSEA (0.04) and SRMR

(0.02) also suggested that the model was an excellent fit to the data.

Estimates revealed that most direct paths (associations) were signifi-

cant, except between history of morning sickness and nausea expectan-

cies and between nausea expectancies and CIN severity (Figure 1 and

Table 4). Standardised coefficients (β) revealed that history of motion

sickness was associated with nausea susceptibility, to a moderate degree.

Baseline nausea and a history of morning sickness were also associated

with nausea susceptibility, to a small degree. History of motion sickness

and baseline nausea was also significantly associated with nausea

TABLE 2 Patient characteristics (N = 481)

N (%)

Race

White 436 (90.6)

African American 41 (8.5)

Asian 3 (0.6)

Native American 1 (0.02)

Marital status

Married 338 (70.3)

Divorced or separated 71 (14.8)

Single 37 (7.7)

Widowed 35 (7.3)

Occupation

Professional 161 (33.4)

Clerical 78 (16.2)

Other 61 (12.7)

Homemaker 56 (11.6)

Labour/trade 55 (11.4)

Service 53 (11.0)

Technical 14 (2.9)

Student 3 (0.6)

TABLE 3 Correlations, means and standard deviations for all variables in path analysis

1 2 3 4 5 6 n (%) yes

1. History of motion sickness - 154 (32.4)

2. History of nausea during

pregnancy

0.15 (0.001) - 284 (59.7)

M SD Range

3. Baseline nausea 0.12 (0.01) 0.04 (0.45) - 0.8 2.0 0–10

4. Perceived nausea

susceptibility

0.38 (<0.001) 0.25 (<0.001) 0.25 (<0.001) - 0.8 0.8 0–2

5. Response expectancies of

nausea

0.28 (<0.001) 0.17 (<0.001) 0.23 (<0.001) 0.41 (<0.001) - 0.9 0.6 0–2

6. CIN severity 0.04 (0.36) 0.08 (0.08) 0.14 (0.002) 0.18 (<0.001) 0.11 (0.01) - 0.8 1.9 0–13

Abbreviation: CIN = chemotherapy-induced nausea, severity of nausea resulting from chemotherapy (outcome variable).
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expectancies, to a small degree. The exogenous variables demonstrated

stronger and more consistent associations with nausea susceptibility than

they did with nausea expectancies.

Nausea susceptibility had a moderate influence on nausea expec-

tancies and a small influence on CIN severity. Total effects (multiplica-

tion of both indirect and direct effects) of nausea susceptibility on CIN

severity were also significant (β = 0.17, p = 0.001), in isolation and

when taking nausea expectancies into account. Nausea expectancies

were not independently associated with CIN severity.

Table 5 displays the indirect effects in the model. Because AMOS

is unable to separate individual indirect effects, a plugin was utilised

(Gaskin & Lim, 2018). However, bootstrapped CIs and p-values were

not available through this program, therefore, we displayed inferential

statistics for these indirect paths, where required (denoted in Table 5

with superscript a). Analyses revealed small significant indirect effects

between history variables (motion sickness, morning sickness and

baseline nausea) with nausea expectancies, via nausea susceptibility.

Thus, nausea susceptibility partially mediates associations between

history of nausea and nausea expectancies. The indirect paths from

history variables and from nausea susceptibility to CIN severity,

through nausea expectancies, were not significant.

4 | DISCUSSION

We investigated interrelationships between psychological variables

that have been theorised, and shown, to predict CIN severity and their

potential antecedents. Results indicated that the model was an excel-

lent fit to the data. Thus, we were able to consider the associations in

more depth.

The previous history variables showed nonsignificant or small

associations with nausea expectancies. Baseline nausea and a history

of motion sickness each only explained a small amount of variance in

nausea expectancies (both β = 0.14), and a history of morning

sickness did not explain a significant amount (β = 0.07). Furthermore,

no previous history variables predicted CIN severity indirectly,

F IGURE 1 Path model

TABLE 4 Direct effects within the
path model

Path β Bootstrapped CIs p

History of motion sickness ! perceived nausea

susceptibility

0.32 0.25, 0.38 0.001

History of nausea during pregnancy ! perceived

nausea susceptibility

0.20 0.13, 0.26 0.001

Baseline nausea ! perceived nausea susceptibility 0.21 0.14, 0.29 0.001

History of motion sickness ! response expectancies

for nausea

0.14 0.07, 0.21 0.002

History of nausea during pregnancy ! response

expectancies for nausea

0.07 �0.00, 0.13 0.12

Baseline nausea ! response expectancies for nausea 0.14 0.07, 0.20 0.002

Perceived nausea susceptibility ! response

expectancies for nausea

0.31 0.23, 0.39 0.001

Perceived nausea susceptibility ! CIN severity 0.16 0.07, 0.24 0.004

Response expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity 0.05 �0.04, 0.14 0.34

Abbreviations: CIN = chemotherapy-induced nausea, severity of nausea resulting from chemotherapy

(outcome variable); β = standardised regression coefficients (beta) represented by 0.10 for small, 0.30 for

moderate and 0.50 for large effects (Cohen, 1988).
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through associations with patients' reported nausea expectancies.

Thus, it does not appear that patients are reporting expectancies for

CIN which are based on their previous nausea experiences. This can

help explain inconsistent findings in the literature for the impact of

patients' nausea history on response expectancies (Colagiuri &

Zachariae, 2010; Meissner et al., 2019; Molassiotis et al., 2013;

Molassiotis et al., 2014; Montgomery & Bovbjerg, 2003). Although

this appears promising, because it suggests nausea expectancies might

be less fixed and therefore more open to modification, it may be

irrelevant because the current model also indicated that nausea

expectancies were not related to the severity of CIN nausea.

Consistent with Roscoe et al. (2010) large study, we found

that nausea expectancies were related to subsequent CIN severity

in univariate correlations, but not in the multivariate model. This is

an important finding, which has implications for the efficacy of

expectancy-based interventions. For example, in an information-

based intervention with 358 patients, Shelke et al. (2008) provided

either standard information about nausea or information designed

to reduce nausea expectancies. They found that although the

intervention was effective at reducing patients' expectancies of

nausea, this did not translate to a difference to their subsequent

nausea severity.

Nausea history variables were associated with patients' percep-

tions of their susceptibility to nausea before treatment, a small to

moderate degree (β = 0.21–0.32). All three previous history variables

were also indirectly associated with CIN severity, through nausea sus-

ceptibility (Morrow, 1985; Roscoe et al., 2010). Thus, the individual

nausea history variables (baseline nausea, history of motion sickness

and history of morning sickness) demonstrated similar patterns of

associations with all variables in this model, suggesting that combining

them into a general ‘previous history of nausea’ measure is acceptable

in research. In fact, measuring nausea susceptibility might be an

efficient way to combine history of nausea into a single item that cap-

tures some degree of a patients' (perceived) nausea history. However,

there is still much variance in susceptibility to nausea currently

unexplained and requiring further investigation.

Perceived susceptibility explained a significant but small amount

of variance in CIN severity (β = 0.16). However, small to moderate

effect sizes for psychological variables are common in clinical contexts

(Colagiuri & Zachariae, 2010; Devlin et al., 2017; Sohl et al., 2009),

TABLE 5 Indirect effects within the
path model

Path: nausea history variables to response
expectancies for nausea β Bootstrapped CIs p

History of motion sickness ! perceived nausea

susceptibility ! response expectancies for nausea

0.10 0.07, 0.14 0.001

History of nausea during pregnancy ! perceived

nausea susceptibility ! response expectancies for

nausea

0.06 0.04, 0.09 0.001

Baseline nausea ! perceived nausea susceptibility

! response expectancies for nausea

0.06 0.04, 0.10 0.001

Path: nausea history variables to CIN severity

History of motion sickness:

! perceived nausea susceptibility ! CIN severity 0.05 0.10, 0.34a 0.002

! response expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity 0.01 �0.01, 0.10a 0.24

! perceived nausea susceptibility + response

expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity

0.06 0.03, 0.10 0.001

History of nausea during pregnancy:

! perceived nausea susceptibility ! CIN severity 0.03 0.05, 0.21a 0.002

! response expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity 0.01 �0.01, 0.06a 0.26

! perceived nausea susceptibility + response

expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity

0.04 0.02, 0.06 0.001

Baseline nausea:

! perceived nausea susceptibility ! CIN severity 0.03 0.01, 0.06a 0.002

! response expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity 0.01 �0.00, 0.02a 0.29

! perceived nausea susceptibility + response

expectancies for nausea ! CIN severity

0.04 0.02, 0.08 0.001

Perceived susceptibility ! response expectancies for

nausea ! CIN severity

0.02 �0.01, 0.05 0.31

Abbreviations: CIN = chemotherapy-induced nausea, severity of nausea resulting from chemotherapy

(outcome variable); β = standardised regression coefficients (beta) represented by 0.10 for small, 0.30 for

moderate, and 0.50 for large effects (Cohen, 1988).
aBootstrapping was not available for this path, therefore inferential statistics were calculated.
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because there are multiple variables that contribute to the severity of

nausea experienced following chemotherapy, including the direct

emetic potential of the chemotherapy regimen, gender, age (below

50 years), pain and anxiety (Kamen et al., 2014; Molassiotis

et al., 2013). Thus, the impact of patients' perceptions of their own

susceptibility to nausea, for patients who are chemotherapy-naïve, is

an important finding and warrants future research. Perceived

susceptibility demonstrated a moderate association with response

expectancies but did not indirectly predict CIN severity by influencing

patients' nausea expectancies. Again, patients' nausea expectancies

did not appear to play an important role in the model.

Importantly, based on previous research, and the current model,

it appears that nausea expectancies and nausea susceptibility share

some variance; however, only nausea susceptibility captures previ-

ous history variables and predicts CIN severity. Such differences

could be based on the wording of the questions. When patients

who have not had any direct experience with chemotherapy are

asked how ‘susceptible’ they are to nausea, they may draw on pre-

existing cognitive frameworks, known as schemas (Piaget, 1954),

which utilise previous nausea experiences to make judgements. On

the other hand, those asked about how much nausea they think

they will experience (i.e., response expectancies) might make

future-facing predictions and thus draw on previous history to less

of a degree. Thus, consideration of the wording of items

surrounding expectancies and susceptibility appears to be vital when

designing research.

Taken together, it is important to include measurement of

patients' perceived susceptibility to nausea to any pretreatment

screening measures. Intervention techniques that have traditionally

targeted patients' expectancies (Shelke et al., 2008) could be

expanded to include nausea susceptibility. Additionally, although pre-

vious reviews indicate that cognitive and behavioural therapies have

minimal effect on CIN following chemotherapy (Cobeanu &

David, 2018; Redd et al., 2001), these reviews combine a number of

different therapies, mainly progressive muscle relaxation. Based on

the current results, more specific cognitive-based therapies focused

on schemas, such as cognitive restructuring or schema-based thera-

pies, may be better suited to this patient group (Daniels, 2015). These

could involve informing patients about differences between chemo-

therapy and other nausea-inducing experiences, reframing cognitions

such as ‘I always get nauseous’, or focusing on past situations where

patients have not experienced nausea (e.g., medications or form of

travel that do not induce nausea). Future research into the efficacy of

such interventions is warranted.

5 | LIMITATIONS

There are limitations to the current study that need to be considered.

Path analyses allow modelling of theory, based on data. Although

endogenous variables are recursive (the arrow can only go in one

direction), we cannot know about causality or the direction of a

relationship based on this type of analysis.

Furthermore, data screening revealed that the outcome variable,

CIN severity, was not normally distributed and demonstrated kurtosis.

Research shows that interpretations of maximum likelihood can be

problematic with nonnormal data; chi-square values can be over-

estimated (a higher chi-square value indicates a poorer fit), meaning

models can be rejected that are in fact accurate representations.

However, as the model was found to be a good fit in the current

study, this was not a problem. Also, standard errors can be distorted

with nonnormal data. Using an asymptotic distribution free estimation

(Browne, 1984) was not appropriate for our sample, as this

estimation often provides inaccurate estimates and standard errors

with samples below 1000 (Montfort et al., 2009; West et al., 1995).

Instead, we chose to use bootstrapping, which does not depend on

inferential calculations.

Because this was a secondary analysis of an investigation of

different treatment schedule for nausea, all patients received anti-

emetics. The treatment may have confounded the results because

the number of patients experiencing severe nausea was low in this

sample. However, this is in line with research into prediction of

CIN (Meissner et al., 2019; Molassiotis et al., 2013) and clinical

trials for CIN (Navari & Aapro, 2016), where for ethical reasons

some degree of anti-emetics and/or “rescue” medications are given

(they are not withheld for research purposes). Further exploration

in patient groups who experience high levels of nausea would

strengthen understanding of pretreatment influences on nausea

severity.

Nonetheless, the sample size was adequate and allowed for a

diagnostically and demographically homogenous group. For exam-

ple, all participants were women being treated with chemotherapy

(cycle 1) for breast cancer, for the first time (chemotherapy-naïve).

This reduced the number of potential confounding variables, which

could have interfered with the findings. Furthermore, all of the

patients had previously been pregnant, which allowed for a more

comprehensive investigation of the impact of morning sickness,

separate from motion sickness and current nausea levels.

Future research into whether demographic differences impact

patients perceived susceptibility and response expectancies would

provide a more nuanced understanding of these psychological

predictors.

Taken together, based on this preliminary investigation, patients'

perceived nausea susceptibility and response expectancies for nausea

are separate constructs. Patients' perceived nausea susceptibility is an

additional important variable to measure before treatment as it

captures patients' previous experiences and helps predict the severity

of subsequent nausea experiences.
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